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THE MEANING OF LOSS REFLECTED IN GILLIAN FLYNN’S GONE 

GIRL NOVEL (2011): A PSYCHOANALYTIC APPROACH 

 

Abstrak 

Penelitian ini adalah tentang makna kehilangan yang tercermin dalam novel 

Gillian Flynn, Gone Girl (2012) yang dianalisis dengan menggunakan pendekatan 

psikoanalitik. Tujuan dari penelitian ini adalah untuk menggambarkan 

karakteristik seseorang yang kehilangan pasangannya, dan untuk memahami 

makna kehilangan. Penelitian ini merupakan penelitian kualitatif. Data primer dari 

penelitian ini adalah novel Gone Girl (2012) novel karya Gillian Flynn. Data 

sekunder adalah beberapa referensi yang dipilih dan materi yang berkaitan dengan 

penelitian. Peneliti menampilkan tiga kesimpulan dalam penelitian ini. Pertama, 

karakter Nick selalu mengikuti hasrat superego nya daripada id. Kedua, ada dua 

jenis kehilangan. Yaitu kehilangan yang utama dan kehilangan yang sekunder. 

Kehilangan utama terjadi karena kematian. Kehilangan yang sekunder adalah 

biasanya kehilangan sesuatu yang tersembunyi karena setiap orang mengalami 

perbedaan pengalaman ektika mengalaminya. Ketiga, terdapat lima dampak dari 

kehilangan yaitu,sakit emosional, merubah kebiasaan sehari – hari, merusak 

identitas diri, merusak hubungan, dan menyesuaikan system kepercayaan. 

 

Kata Kunci: kehilangan, gone girl, pendekatan psikoanalitik 

 

Abstract 

This research is about the meaning of loss reflected in Gillian Flynn’s Gone Girl 

novel (2012) which is analyzed by using Psychoanalytic Approach. The 

objectives of this study are to describe the characteristic of someone who loss the 

partner and to discover the meaning of loss in the Gone Girl novel. This research 

is a qualitative research. The primary data of this research is Gone Girl (2012) a 

novel by Gillian Flynn. The secondary data are some selected references and 

material related to the study. The researcher displays three conclusions in this 

research. Firstly, the character of Nick is always followed his superego than his 

Id. Secondly, there are two types of loss. Namely primary and secondary loss. 

Primary loss is happens because of death. Secondary loss is referred to hidden loss 

because everybody have different experience. Thirdly, there are five impact of 

loss namely, emotional pain, changing in daily life, damaging identity, destroying 

relationship, and adjusting belief system. 

 

Keywords: loss, gone girl, psychoanalytic approach  

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Gone Girl is an American psychological thriller novel by Gillian Flynn. It was 

distributed by Crown Publishing Group in June 2012. The story is about the 

couple who already married as long 5 year living in a small town Missouri. Amy 

is an author of popular novel Amazing Amy. They have ordinary life until one day 
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Amy is gone. During the examination of police, Nick turns into the main suspect 

responsible for Amy’s missing. Amy deliberately left a few hints to make puzzle 

and all speculate point to Nick. Many riddles about Amy revealed and unexpected 

events are done by Amy. Amy did this because she knows that her husband was 

cheating.  

The author chooses this novel for some reasons, because this novel 

inspired the author about the meaning of actually marriage. We know that 

everyone has their own definition of marriage. In addition, this novel also tells 

how people respect married life. Marriage is a sacred thing, and then we must 

keep marriage until the end of life. Take care of him/her while we're alive. Do not 

let any regrets after losing him/her. 

The second is that this novel is amazing and popular, even the novel has 

become a movie. Therefore, reviewing the film further helps the owner to have a 

better understanding of this novel. Despite the fact that between the novel and the 

film has a little bit differences.  

The third is this novel has moral message, this novel informs the reader 

about how important communication in marriage life. One of the important 

figures who play a role in this novel is Nick, who must accept the reality when 

marriage is no longer valuable. He is cheating from his wife and all people in 

America know it then he is become an enemy for American people.  

 

2. METHOD 

Type of this study is qualitative research. According to Hancock, Ockleford and 

Windridge (2009:7) “Qualitative research is concerned with developing 

explanations of social phenomena. Ultimately, it is designed to help us understand 

our social world in which we live and why things become reality. It is concerned 

in all social fields of the world and tries to respond to the following questions: 

why people insist on their behavior, how their goals and opinions are outlined, 

and how people are subject to continuous development the ability to influence, 

how and why social order and practices are generated in their way around them”. 

The primary data source of this study is Gone Girl novel by Gillian Flynn, which 
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is published by Crown Publishing Group. The data involves words, phrase, and 

sentences.The secondary data taken from other resources, which are related to the 

study; website, biography of the author, articles, and some books which dealing 

with research.Method of collecting data for this research is library research; there 

are some techniques of collecting data: (1) Classifying the data into groups 

according to categories elements of literary study. (2) Reading Gone Girl novel in 

English and Indonesian version to unsure understanding. (3) Find information and 

articles by browsing on the internet related to the object of research. (4) Retrieve 

important records for data sources, primary and secondary data. (5) Identify data 

problems and survey results. (6) Organize the data source into several parts 

according to its classification. 

Here, novel by Gillian Flynn entitled Gone Girl that was published in 2012 

by Crown Publishing Group becomes the source of data. Gone Girl was chosen as 

to be analyzed since the story inside it is related or shows the meaning of loss. 

The method the author took in analyzing the data are analyzing the 

structure elements based on Gone Girl novel and analyzing the data based on 

psychoanalytic perspectives. 

 

3. FINDING AND DISUSSION 

1.1.Structure of Nick’s personality 

Id, Ego and Superego directly coordinate characters. Freud recognized that the id, 

ego, and superego were in conflict that could be foreseen, that the character and 

behavior of adults were determined as a result of this internal struggle from 

childhood.  

 Nick’s id is wanted to gone from Amy’s life, but he knows it is 

impossible. He know the consequence if he let himself go from Amy’s life. He 

already has bad reputation because of he is losing his wife. The only one choice 

that he can choose is still stay with Amy. He knows Amy will not hurt him if he 

didn’t do anything 

The ego is the rational part of personality. Nick’s ego reflected when his 

mistress, Andie, came to his house. Andie is a young girl. She just worried about 

https://www.boundless.com/psychology/textbooks/boundless-psychology-textbook/personality-16/psychodynamic-perspectives-on-personality-77/freudian-psychoanalytic-theory-of-personality-304-12839/images/the-id-ego-and-superego-acbbbc4e-3581-4b5b-8100-badee1b779d8/
https://www.boundless.com/psychology/textbooks/boundless-psychology-textbook/personality-16/psychodynamic-perspectives-on-personality-77/freudian-psychoanalytic-theory-of-personality-304-12839/images/the-id-ego-and-superego-acbbbc4e-3581-4b5b-8100-badee1b779d8/
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Nick. Nick was panic. He didn’t want to let her go. After a long time they didn’t 

meet, Nick really want to do have sex again with Andie but he also afraid because 

there is his sister and police is around his house 

Nick’s decision is always influenced by his Id’s pressure. It is because the 

ego is full of his id’s impulse. Nick knows that Amy’s behavior is not right. So, 

Nick must carefully with Amy. He doesn’t want to make a wrong step. That’s 

why his ego often abandons his superego’s warning. The superego is concerned 

with moral value and social rules. Amy wants to give Nick some lesson from her 

loss. Even Nick in the beginning doesn’t care with Amy, but he feels it is better if 

Amy is not gone. 

3.2 The Meaning of Loss 

3.2.1 Types of loss 

According to psychology, there are two types of love: Primary loss and Secondary 

loss. The writer found both types which is show in Gone Girl Novel. Primary loss. 

Primary loss is something obvious that everyone can feel it. The death is event of 

primary loss. It is actual loss, something which will happen to everyone. 

According to Litsa William it is “at the point where we experience grief related to 

adversity itself which is torturous. There are undeniable things we hope for (but 

it's hard to describe anything with real sadness). In a moment, suffering in 

difficult times can burn. However, in the next few months there may be a feeling 

that we are missing something other than the individual. The world was spinning 

around and suddenly it seemed like everything had changed or disappeared. In the 

military survivor community, death is something permanent and unaccompanied 

deployment. 

Secondary loss. Secondary loss is referred to hidden losses. Not everyone 

can understand the feeling when we loss something until it happens to their self. 

Every people can have different experience with the person we have lost, 

personality, life situation, and other relationship. The easiest to identify are often 

the concrete things. These common of concrete things are loss of income, loss of a 

home, loss of a business and another loss that can be change as a result of death, it 

is loss of a sense of a life shared with another person. There are types of loss 
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which can be categorized as secondary loss: (1) perceived loss, (2) physical loss, 

(3) maturational loss, (4) situational loss and (5) anticipatory loss. 

3.2.2 The Impact of Loss 

According to psychology is if we loss something, our live will change and it will 

hurt our feeling. Indeed loss can be impact of our life. There are four impact of 

loss. Physical impact. Physical impact is the first thing and the most immediate 

we face when we loss someone is paralyzing emotional pain. 

Emotional impact. Loss can change almost all of daily routine. We might 

no longer have time to socialize and disable from the world. The only one that can 

recover the pain is substitute. Social impact. Significant loss can impact our 

identity. People can be different from the old before they loss someone. Spiritual 

impact. After losing someone, it is common for people to respond to profound 

loss by withdrawing into themselves. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

This study produces the following conclusions based on the analysis and 

discussion in the previous chapter. First of all, based on the results of the 

psychoanalytic analysis, Nick's choices from the start consistently follow his Id. 

His Id is always appearing because his wife is sociopath and he was trapped in 

Amy’s game. In the end he only have Amy someone who still beside him and he 

must be careful because Amy is unpredictable. After all of this Nick get a lesson 

from Amy that he should not be affair behind her. That’s why he always watches 

his step to not make a mistake. His ego is always supported by the superego. 

Second, the meaning of loss can be seen in the content and the types of 

loss reflected in the novel Gone Girl. In the novel there each of the two kinds of 

loss: primary loss and secondary loss. Considering these types, it is included in 

the types of secondary loss. In secondary loss there is anticipatory loss. Because 

Nick getting a lesson from the moment when Amy left him. Nick doesn’t know 

that Amy will return but at the end his wife is back and he was thankful of that 

because he is safe from what will happen if Amy is not returns. If Amy is really 

gone, he can be crime suspect because of possibility kill his wife. Nick already 
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told to press conference that he has a mistress and she is his student. Nick will live 

with those entire nightmare because Amy. Moreover until in the end Nick and 

Amy are trying to be a good couple. Even Nick wants to live without Amy, he 

couldn’t do that because Amy is pregnant and Nick wants to be a good father for 

his son. So marriage it is not always having happy story all the time. In the end 

they just need to still exist to each other and losing a partner, even Nick did not 

love her anymore, Nick will getting sick and grief.  

Moreover, based on psychoanalytic analysis, the Id of Nick is wants to go 

from Amy’s life because she is sociopath. He really wants to kill her but it is not 

easy. Nick wants to change his life better. He will stay for keeping his son.  
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